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1. Outside line input
2. Telephone or extra number dialler connection
3. Program button
4. Keypad for programming
5. Keypad for dialling memories
6. Protective cover for program buttons
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FX-500

The Fysic FX-500 is an additional number dialler for memory numbers.

You can assign handy photos or symbols to each button, allowing you to 
call the corresponding person or service by simply pressing a single but-
ton. It’s also possible to use the number dialler as a “big button” keypad.

NUMBER DIALLER OVERVIEW
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INSTALLATION

Remove the (PTT) plug from the PTT socket.

Click the modular plug out of your existing phone and connect it to the 
‘LINE’ input ( 1 ) of the FX-500.

Connect the supplied cable between the connection of your existing 
phone that’s now free and the ‘PHONE’ output ( 2 ) of the FX-500. 

You can now put the PTT plug back into the PTT socket.

The FX-500 must be “charged” for at least 2 minutes before you can 
start programming.

If your existing phone is not provided with a modular connection but a 
fixed connection, we recommend you to use a connector set such as the 
Profoon ASN-1.

The FX-500 can also be used as a wall device. Above each other and 
at a distance of 10cm, drill two holes in the wall and insert plugs and 
screws. Leave the screws protrude for several millimetres.
Suspend the extra number dialler by sliding the cavities at the rear of the 
device over the screws in the wall and pressing the FX-500 number dial-
ler downward.

Telephone
Number diallerPhone  

connection
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PROGRAMMING

To program photo memories:
1. Pick up the receiver of the phone connected 

to the FX-500 and place it beside the device 
(if using a wireless phone connected to the 
FX-500, press the call button of this phone and 
place the handset on the table).

2. At the bottom of the FX-500, briefly press the 
“set” button and then enter the phone num-
ber you want to save using the keypad at the 
bottom of the FX-500.

3. Now press the photo button at the top under 
which you like to save the number.

4. Put the receiver back onto the cradle (or press 
the end button if connected with a wireless 
phone).

Repeat steps 1-4 to program the other phone numbers.

To program as a “big button” keypad:
You can also use the FX-500 as a normal keypad with large buttons. To 
do this, you don’t save an entire phone number underneath a photo but-
ton, but only a single digit to be assigned to the corresponding button. 
Program the number 1 underneath photo button 1, the number 2 under-
neath photo button 2, etc.

For this application, replace the photo’s under-
neath the buttons with the supplied number pictu-
res (see illustration below).
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OPERATION

Photo memories:
1. Pick up the receiver of the existing phone (or press the call button when 

using a wireless phone) and wait for the dialling tone.
2. Press the desired photo button on the FX-500.
3. The number will be dialled.

Tip: when calling via a home or office switchboard and having to request 
the outside line by pressing (for example) the 0 button, pick up the recei-
ver (or press the call button) and use your normal phone to press the 0 
button. When you hear the outside line dialling tone, you can press the 
photo button to dial the corresponding photo memory.

‘Big Button’ keypad:
1. Pick up the receiver of your existing phone (or press the call button 

when using a wireless phone) and wait for the dialling tone.
2. Use the keypad to enter the phone number you want to dial.
3. The number will now be dialled.

EXTRA NUMBER DIALLER CONN ECTION

If a single FX-500 unit is not sufficient, you can connect a second num-
ber dialler to expand the memory capacity.

Refer to the diagram for connecting two number diallers.
The programming procedure for the second number dialler is the same 
as using a single number dialler. After connecting to the telephone net-
work, please wait at least two minutes before you start programming.

Telephone
Number dialler 1 Number dialler 2Phone  

connection
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CHANGING THE BUTTON SYMBOLS

The symbols you see on the button can be replaced with 
other symbols or you own personal photos.
These photos should be cut to a dimension of  
23.4mm x 29.4mm.

Symbols are added for general applications. For memories 
where photos or symbols are not applicable, you can use a 
general symbol to which you can assign your own text.
When using the number dialler as a ‘Big Button’ keypad, 
please use the large number symbols.

Changing photos or symbols:
Use a sharp object to lift up the protective plastic cover of 
the button. Remove the old photo or symbol. Place the new 
photo or symbol picture on the button and then replace the 
protective plastic cover.

USEFUL TIPS

When all of the memories are programmed and you want to move the 
FX-500, please keep in mind that the programmed memories remain 
for only several minutes after the telephone connection is interrupted. 
You could write the programmed memories down on a separate piece of 
paper as a reminder when programming them again.
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MAINTENANCE

Do not place the number dialler in direct sunlight or in humid spaces.

Only clean the enclosure with a moist cloth, never use any cleaning 
agents.

Do not place the FX-500 on surfaces treated with cellulose, the rubber 
feet could leave marks.

WARRANTY

For the Fysic FX-500 you have a warranty of 24 months from the date 
of purchase. During this period, we guarantee the free repair of defects 
caused by material and workmanship errors. All this subjected to the final 
assessment of the importer.

HOW TO HANDLE:
If you notice any defect, first refer to the user’s manual. Please contact 
the supplier of this telephone or contact customer service of Fysic on 
telephone number 073 6411 355.

THE WARRANTY BECOMES NULL AND VOID:
In case of improper use, incorrect connections, use of unoriginal parts or 
accessories, negligence and in case of defects caused by moisture, fire, 
flooding, lightning and natural disasters. 
In case of unauthorised modifications and/or repairs performed by third 
parties. In case of incorrect transportation of the device without adequate 
packaging and when the device is not accompanied by this warranty card 
and proof of purchase. 
All further liability, especially concerning any consequential damages, is 
excluded.
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DISCARDING THE PRODUCT (ENVIRONMENT)

At the end of the product’s life span, it must not be disposed of as 
normal domestic waste. You must bring it to a collection point for 
the recycling of electric and electronic equipment. 

DECLARATION OF NETWORK COMPATIBILITY

The Fysic FX-500 is designed for use on the ‘public switched telephone 
networks (analogue single line)’ of telephone service providers within the 
European Union.

For each country or provider, a different connecting cable with plug may 
be required.

The Fysic FX-500 is in accordance with the essential requirements and 
provisions as described in the European Directive 1999/5/EC.

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

The declaration of conformity is available on the 
website WWW.FYSIC.COM

Service

Help

Service Help

WWW.FYSIC.COM
SERVICE@FYSIC.NL

NL 073 6411 355
 (Lokaal tarief)

BE 03 238 5666
 (Lokaal tarief)
 (Tarif local)

DE 0180 503 0085
 Lokale Festnetzkosten

Hesdo, Australiëlaan 1
5232 BB, ‘s-Hertogenbosch
The Netherlands

WWW.FYSIC.COM
SERVICE@FYSIC.NL

NL 073 6411 355

BE 03 238 5666

DE 0180 503 0085

Hesdo, Australiëlaan 1, 5232 BB,
‘s-Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands

(Lokaal tarief)
(Tarif local)

(Lokaal tarief)

(Lokale Festnetzkosten)
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